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About This Game

Strike Force: Desert Thunder is a small First-Person-Shooter game in the style of old, classic Delta Force games. You join 10
intense, large scale missions to prevent terrorist attacks. Customize your loadout, choose between 12 weapons and jump right

into the action. Each Mission is large scale (2km²) and open to your tactical strategy.

Develop your own plan to attack the terrorists!
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Title: Strike Force: Desert Thunder
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
West Forest Games
Publisher:
West Forest Games
Franchise:
Strike Force
Release Date: 25 Apr, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Win7/8/10 32-bit

Processor: Core 2 Duo E8200 2.66GHz or Phenom II X2 545

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 295 or Radeon HD 5870 (at least 1GB VRAM)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space

Additional Notes: The use of mobile GPUs can sometimes cause problems and is not recommended.
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This is a very fun game the only negative with it is that there is only 3 levels (city, beach, fair grounds) there needs to be a
muddy heights 3 and also steam needs to get the original middy heights other that that a VERY FUN GAME. My instant
reaction is that its actually really good! Looking at other reviewers with pretty long hours played also tell me its got some good
legs for a really low priced game.

Nice job.. Just the Sol Mod alone makes this Sim one of the best and most fun. Yet more Bridge Constructor, Stunts stretches
the already somewhat thin premise about as far as it can go.

The key problem here is that Stunts is as much a game of skill as it is bridge building, as many of the levels require your control
of the vehicle is precise to get through. The dual-requirement for the game doesn't play out well, and makes the game less "fun"
than it might have been.

As such, it compares poorly with other bridge constructor games in the series. It's not possible to recommend this over those..
NO no NOOO, what the hell have you done to this game?, just 30 seconds in the start and i regret buying. the graphics are
bugged, some of the characters dont have animiations, some are have audio but have no animations. i know the original game
didnt have the highest graphics, but in this, wow its eye cancer, how can you screw up a game like this, i'm glad i still have the
CD version.
if you dont have the CD version, buy that instead, not this.. I got this as part of a bundle and after playing it for a bit it isn't
worth the time. The controls are simple L\/R mouse click while your ship(?) goes in constant forward as you try to avoid
asteroids and collect starburst. Save your money and your time by google searching for the anime images online.. Wonderful
game, unique and deep. Just imagine your ordinary RPG but you don't fight against orcs and goblins but against sorrows and
guilts.
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Great developer support for this player has youtube search and a great theater mode.

streaming youtube 360 videos.
If you watch alot of videos this is the player for you.. https://youtu.be/NGF5pXIx5GU

A strong improvement over the original a functional bullet hell with standard two color absorption mechanics (Ikaruga)

If you're going to play any of the eXceed games, this one is the best. Also 'Vampire REX' is a great terrible name.. As someone
who enjoys VNs like this as a guilty pleasure. As much as I'd like to recommend this one, I just can't, some parts of the story are
totally cringeworthy, and the overall story has the depth of a medicine spoon. As other reviews have stated there are a ton of
typos, but my main gripe is the main character. He's such an obnoxious tool he even puts me to shame.

The art is nice though.. I love runners. But definitely not this one. Unresponsive controls (mouse controls feels better somehow),
lazy level design. Jump key often does not work, most of the obstacles are barely visible or not visible at all. Beat the game (50
levels) and didn't even feel that masochistic pleasure which often happens with such games. Also somehow lagging on a very
good PC although almost not showing framerate drops in steam overlay. Also runs only in a window so technicaly support any
monitor resolution but of course it's just a picture stretching. Very disappointing.. Cool game. It is very silly and stupid, and the
gameplay mechanics are not very well done, but I recomend it anyway. I had a great time playing the story.

By the way, beards are cool.

Ash of Gods: Redemption Factory Coin Mining Diorama Battle of NINJA 虚拟3D世界 忍者之战 Subject 264 Hotfix Patch 1.1.2
[Feb 3, 2019]:
Hotfix is live !

Bug fix :. Update 1.1.0 [Dec 24, 2018]:
Update is live !

New features :. Subject 264 is available now on Steam for all Kickstarter backers!:
Hello everyone,

We are happy to announce that the game is finally finished!

It wasn't easy but we worked very hard for this game and we hope you will all have fun playing Subject 264!

The game will be released for everyone on September 25 2018 but is already available right now for every backers.

We tested the game from start to finish many times but it is possible that we missed a few bugs (altrough there shouldn't be any
game breaking bug).

If you want to play now keep in mind that the game is still in beta and you may encounter bugs, please report any bug you see on
the Steam Hub here : Steam Hub.

You will receive your beta key in the next hour by email or directly on Kickstarter depending of the informations you provided.

Some informations on the game if you want to play now :

The game will autosave after each puzzle, if you quit in the middle of a puzzle, you will have to start over again. If you
encounter a bug that breaks the puzzle you were doing, you can go to the menu and walk in the door "continue", this will restart
the puzzle.

If you lose your savegame because of a bug, report it to the Steam Hub and we will give you a savegame of the puzzle you were
doing.
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There is no obligation to play the game now, you can wait the official release on September 25, but it would help us a lot if you
help us fix any bug that could still be in the game.

The game is very hard, some puzzles are easy but you will probably be stuck on a few of them, if you need help for a puzzle you
can ask us on the Steam Hub, we might add some tips for the release date depending of your return.

As always, we want to thank every one of you, thanks to your help we were able to deliver a game miles better than what we
planned at first, we hope you will like it!

And to finish this last update, a new trailer!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MGR4kw67VpE. Hotfix Patch 1.0.11 [Dec 12, 2018]:
Hotfix is live !

 Oculus Touch controllers should be displayed correctly in the tutorial.

Sorry for the inconvenience, and thank you for understanding.
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